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Abstract
This study has pursued a microcosmic perspective of the Maximian ethics,
the doctrine of love, and friendship and the role of love in the manifestation
of virtuosity through ongoing ethical transformation. In Saint Maximus’
view, the internal integrity of the spiritual microcosm is closely connected
with the integrity of the interrelations in the new form of politeia. One of the
most beautiful ethical themes of this interpretation is the theme of friendship
(philia), highlighted by Saint Maximus to demonstrate the integrity of love and,
implicitly, of ethical virtue, as an expression of cosmic reconciliation. I have
illustrated the interpretation of one of the spiritual models of ethical virtue,
namely the spiritual friendship (philia), seen as that state whereby virtue, and
also vice, can be surprised directly and can be involved in virtue education.
Keywords: friendship, friends, virtuosity, ethical virtue, virtue education,
agape, community
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ethics in relation to patristic
anthropology provide a possibility for other theoretical enunciations
allowing the thought to inaugurate a new hermeneutics in the philosophical
of Saint Maximus the Confessor1,
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ethical virtue as seen in the multiple aspects of its phenomenality: friendship, spiritual order and love. The ethical account proposed henceforth is
a manner of interpreting those aspects which carry a divine semblance or
theosis
in the relationship) discourse, which complements the complex image of the
virtue ontology: friendship
This analysis begins with an outline of the notions of friendship and
social group in late antiquity, where, when and how the patristic authors
appealed to, adapted and integrated the ancient concept of friendship in
the Christian ethical discourse, capitalising on the approach of this conof the Christian community compared to the community typology in late
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Etica
Nicomahica, and the theological vocabulary of friendship in the anthropology of Saint Maximus, the Maximian texts of reference for this topic being
The Four Century on Charity – Capita de charitate, Quaestiones et dubia and
Quaestiones ad Thalassium.2

The rhetoric of friendship in Greek patristics.
Philia, the Greek model for politeia
communities, especially those in the desert, where it was established as a
pedagogical form passed on through direct experience. The ancient thought
which was embraced by the intellectual elite3, who were the origin especially
of those who became hermits in spiritual communities separated from the
mundane social community, the ethical and ascetic ideal being to reunite
friends in a narrow group so they can dedicate to a life in accordance with
eventually, being integrated throughout the discourse on virtues and the
paideia accompanying this becoming.4 The living community between the
and Cicero, is exemplarily illustrated by the Christian monks, this type of
5
2

(Leuven, Peeters, 2013): 273-80.

Studia Patristica, 68,

3

Ancient and Medieval Concepts of Friendship
4

Samuel Kimbriel, Friendship as Sacred Knowing

Studia Patristica 68, (Leuven,

Knowing the Purpose of Creation through
the Resurrection. Proceedings of the Symposium of St. Maximus the Confessor, Bishop Maxim
Eros, Agape and Philia,
Philia: la notion d’amitie dans la philosophie antique, (Paris. Vrin,
Friendship and the Moral Life,
Irish Th. Qurterly, 62, Issue 2-3, (1996): 170-84.
5
Christian Friendship in the fourth Century
Press, 1992): 164-92: “In several aspects, the ideal of friendships in Christian terms and the
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6

of friendship (philia).7
of the two perspectives on friendship meant their double and successive
experimentation, the practice of life in a community based on philia being
seen in a philosophical perspective even before his conversion.8
communion between virtuous people animated by the same ethical principle of friendship which also encountered in the ancient community. This
convergence between two models is impressive and stands for a suggestive
illustration of how Christianity managed to assume the higher aspirations
of a previous culture, the type of relationship which became established
in this case being that of community friendship. This ethical structure proChristian community, who was most often composed of individuals from
the educated and materially independent elite.9
philia, for which the essential aspect was represented by the act of choice: a singular choice based
this singularity is for our topic the key of the relation between friendship
a
distinction between agape love (agape) and friendship (philia): while philia
is described as a type of bodily or profane, worldly relationship, agape is
seen as a spiritual connection between the members of the same Christian
community (Epistola
elements of the social-political or ecclesial-political context; we can identify
in the Basil’s ethical discourse a new concept, that of social inclusion, which
philia.10
6
See Seraina Ruprecht, The Rhetoric of friendship in Basil of Caesarea (Unpublished), In XVII
International Conference in Patristic Studies, Oxford, 7-14 august 2015.
7
Friendship in Saint Augustine, (
;
, Philia. La notion d’amitié dans la philosophie antique (Paris: Vrin, 1994).
8

9

Revue des sciences philosophiques et théologiques, (Tome 87, 2003): 261-91.
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in Aristotle’s Etica Nicomahica
Etica Nicomahica
ship as an ethical virtue: “friendship is a virtue or it is at least inseparable
EN
friendship is manifested amid a community with all its imperfections, being
an aggregation of good rational desires and good actions based both on
11

EN
12

-

“Friendship presumes therefore some mutual goodwill, each one wishing
well to the other, and goodwill should not be overlooked by any of the two
EN 1156a5).13 This
(EN 1156a30) and this is why it can only be encountered between virtuous
people.14
The ethical vision of the Stagirite provides the concept of friendship
with a dual character, as friendship is understood on one hand as an
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Etica Nicomahica, Translation in Romanian by Stela Petecel (Bucharest: Ed.
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to the concept of a happy life.15
sion that friendship is a habitual disposition which involves a deliberate
choice and makes people wish good things for those they love, for their
own sake (EN 1157b, 30-35).16
-

one, who is aware of the value of the other’s virtue, involving their “mutual
between characters presumes a deliberate choice, namely to answer with
17

124
because it provides more accuracy as concerns the role of character traits
philia:
I will here after adopt this alternative terminology. One should
concentrating almost exclusively on the friendship of perfectly
good men for it is an aspect of the pervasive teleological bias of
his thinking, which causes him always to search out the best and
for the only member of the class, and there is no necessity for us
to do. But because in this case I believe his readers have often
depart from his own preferred terminology.18

and following the planes on which an ethical vision is established, we can
say that friendship is “that habitual disposition to deliberately wish well
to the other due to the ethical excellence which is founded on a virtuous
19

15
16
.17
18
19
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Comentariu, 277-78.
Comentariu, 277-78.
Comentariu, 277.
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pleasure (EN 1158a,1; b,1-5), as well as the proportional (to the
merit) equality in case of friendship between unequal people
(EN 1158b, 25-30).20

In chapter IX of EN
provides the concept of philia with some additional loading, friends being

aspects involved in the articulation of a happy life, the intimate discourse
about associated friends complementing the ethical register of the virtue
experience.21

Illuminating friendship.
The theological meaning of friendship
in the anthropology of Saint Maximus the Confessor
In the Maximian texts, philia

tive reciprocity. Based on the analysis of the few passages in which the term
philia
The Four Century on Charity – Capita de charitate the
term philia
Quaestiones et dubia and Quaestiones
ad Thalassium the term appears twice in both cases22
primarily emphasises the similarity which should exist between friends.
Maximus lays more stress on their shared spiritual identity, saying that
friends should be of the same nature, and moreover, they should demonstrate the same kind of ethical action, avoiding any confrontation. The harmony between friends is tainted by self-love, which triggers the individual
desire opposed to the law of nature and leads to manifestations which are
-

generates philia, even if this doesn’t happen all the time, a temporal distinction is found in the ethical interval including them both.23
20
21
22
23

Comentariu, 278.
Ibora, “Friendship,“ 275.
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Let’s follow those passages in Quaestiones et dubia where the term philia
appears twice, Saint Maximus referring indirectly to it. In Quaestiones et
dubia 52, Saint Maximus analyses a passage from the Proverbs
guarantees for your friend“ (Prov. 6: 1; Prov. 22: 27) – and underlines with a
24

text to the ascetic rules of monastic life, as the work Quaestiones et dubia is
addressed to the monastic world). The relation between body and soul is in
Saint Maximus’ view an organic one, where the soul cannot exist without
support the higher activity of the soul and becomes a platform for negative
obviously that friendship is a relationship in the Maximian ethical vision
and we can set apart in the text above a pessimist valence of friendship. In
Quaestiones et dubia 149, Maximus looks at another text from Proverbs
not put your food in your friend’s house often, lest he gets tired of you and
25
In commenting this passage, Maximus calls the body
26

The two passages above rely on biblical references to friendship, and
their commentary is an allegorical one, designed based on the model of the
ambivalence between body and soul, illustrating that the accomplishment
of the soul is always the expression of an experience of the body engaged
27

The power of friendship.
The relation between agape and philia
involves a common reference in the friendship vocabulary, marked by
spiritual and ascetic formulas: spiritual love, brotherly love, spiritual
24

Maximi Confessoris Quaestiones et Dubia

Maximi Confessoris Quaestiones et dubia, 149, 105-6. For this passage is a relevant commentary in Verena Epp, Amicitia: Zur Geschichte personaler, sozialer, politischer und Beziehungen
25

26
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Maximi Confessoris Quaestiones et dubia, 149, 105-6.
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demonstrate spiritual friendship in relation to their fellowmen. Saint
spiritual friendship inside a community and suggests an ascetic manner to approach the interrelation, based on solitude and silence, so as to
recreate the conditions which are favourable to harmony. Charity love
is characterised by the openness of the virtuous person to any otherness and is normative, and in this respect, Saint Maximus develops an
agape love and philia. The

is not dependant on the particularities intervening in human friendship,
analysis the internal relation between agape and philia
the friendship vocabulary.
The ideal of friendship for Saint Maximus takes shape in terms of knowlthey become the model friend by excellence. This is the meaning of spiritual friendship, such as established by the Cappadocians and by Evagrius
28

The critical aspect of friendship is the false friendship and we can see in
Saint Maximus a standing similar to that in Etica Nicomahica. The perforwho shows in EN IX 3, 1165 b how we try to correct a friend who departs
from virtue, in Quastiones ad Thalassium 49, Saint Maximus says that we
try to correct the wrong caused by a friend.29 This commentary does not
indicate a negative view of Saint Maximus on friendship; it is true that we
a friend owes solidarity in case of hardship. So, Saint Maximus will incline
and any departures in this respect mean a corruption of friendship which
indicates a lack of norms related to ethical behaviour. Such a conduct is
incompatible with the patristic ideal of friendship, which presumes that
the gift of friendship is a spiritual experience having the union with the
30

28

in Évagre le Pontique, Scholies aux Proverbs
29

Quaestiones ad Thalassium 49, 152-60, in Maximi Quaestiones ad Thalassium 1. Quaestiones
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only the virtuous man can cultivate a genuine friendship.31 In Capita de
charitate
show that he does not give it a privileged place and pleads for a personal
32

as devotion diminishes. This aspect warns about the risk of worshiping
Maximus puts on valorising friendship and which is grounded in the role
manifested as goodwill towards one’s friends.33
in relation to any otherness:
The friends of Christ love all sincerely, but are not loved by all;
the friends of the world neither love all nor are loved by all. The
34

One of the most suggestive distinctions which appear in the discourse
on friendship is that concerned with agape
Capita de charitate I 71 is representative in this regard:
Perfect charity does not split up the one nature of men according
to their various dispositions; but always looking to that nature,
It does them good and is patient and puts with the things they
if not, it does not fall away from its own intention as it always
manifests the fruits of equal charity for all men.35
31
32
33

St. Maximus the Confessor. The Ascetic Life, The Four Centuries on Charity, Translation
Filocalia, vol. II,
Cuvânt ascetic,
Capete despre dragoste,
,
34

35
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St. Maximus the Confessor. The Ascetic Life I.71.
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friendship vocabulary conferring to this spiritual experience some sort of
in Saint Maximus’ view the equivalence of agape and philia, as well as the
homologation he proposes between agape and eros. To Saint Maximus, as
human friendship – the meaning is never that of mundane friendship, but
agape, a work which is
highlighted by the double command of love, that ethical platform reuniting the otherness in a common denominator. Saint Maximus appeals to
meaning of agape, his intention being to convert his enemies into friends
through the act of deifying love.
Saint Maximus considers that there is an inseparable relation between
agape and philia, insofar as the one who is devoted to Christ integrates
everybody in an ethical and ontological unity represented by the spiritual
community whose purpose is given by agape. This is illustrated by Saint
Maximus in another passage of Capita de charitate:
The things that separate from the love of friends are these: to
insulted, and suspicious. May you never have performed of
36

the internal relation between agape and philia, the phrase designating this

Conclusion
The typology of friendship in the anthropology of Saint Maximus is founded
on the interiority between agape and philia in an ethical perspective which
does not allow for their separation and aims to convert the soul. The conclusion indicative of our analysis is that Saint Maximus describes friendship as a relationship of love between those who have the same spiritual

36

St. Maximus the Confessor. The Ascetic Life IV.21.
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the foundation of friendship in Saint Maximus is biblical, as the source for
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